
Sigrblot 
 

For many years, our tribe has done our SigrBlot (blot for victory) on Mayday.  As I prepare for this years ritual, I 

decided that since it is a goal of mine to begin writing more and posting about the traditions I have been blessed with for 

these past few decades I should put together a couple of paragraphs on what Sigrblot is and why it is so important.  I 

hope I can do our traditions justice… 

I guess the first thing is to explain that Sigr literally translates to “VICTORY”, and we all know that Blot translates 

to blood or sacrifice depending on who you ask…  Wikipedia defines blot as follows: 

Blót is the term for "sacrifice" in Norse paganism. A blót could be dedicated to any of the Norse gods, the spirits of 

the land, and to ancestors. The sacrifice involved aspects of a sacramental meal or feast. 

To my mind then it is safe to say that Victory sacrifice (whether it is blood or something else) is a good thing, 

especially if one understands that at the very core of Heathenry (or Asatru, Norse Paganism, or whatever else you want 

to call it) there is a worldview that sees all things as a gift exchange.  Our ancestors gave service and support to their 

leaders in return for protection and organization, in modern times we give service to our tribes or kindreds in return for 

the camaraderie, teaching, and assistance our folk provide to us.  In ritual, we give the Gods honor, Gifts, Galdr, etc and 

in return they grant us speed and raed which helps us to achieve more in life.  Everything is a gift exchange.  Now many 

modern people will hear that and instantly think of a “tit for tat“, or “quid pro quo” type of situation, and that isn’t 

entirely wrong, but it is woefully incomplete, and somewhat jaded by modern interpretations.  It is not a petty 

schoolhouse trade we are tlking about, but a deep spiritual partnership within which each side will at times be giving 

more or less as the situation requires.  It is the only real honest relationship that can truly last.  It is what the best 

marriages are built upon, and even on a larger scale, what the strongest nations are built upon.  In short, it is a very 

foundational principle.  It is about the folk coming together to give each man a hand up when needed, and in return that 

man will do his part towards the hand up when others need it.  It represents a true cultural interdependence that was 

really the only way our ancestors could survive in the harsh climates and warlike times they lived in.  It is because of this 

that I feel that tribalism is really the only viable long term system of government (and I use the term loosely) but that is a 

whole other matter that now is not the appropriate time to expound on.   

So we now understand that the gift exchange is at the core of an Asatru or Norse Heathen worldview, and that 

blot is a way of performing an exchange with our Gods and ancestors.  With that information, and the knowledge tha 

Sigr means Victory, then simple linguistics tell us that Sigrblot is the “Sacrifice for victory”.    

In chapter eight of Ynglinga Saga (c1230), Snorri Sturluson writes of the laws established by Odin. These 

proclamations include a statement on when the three major sacrifices of the year should be made: 

Þá skyldi blóta í móti vetri til árs, en at miðjum 
vetri blóta til gróðrar, hit þriðja at sumri, þat var 

sigrblót. 

There should be sacrifice towards winter for a 
good year, and in the middle of winter sacrifice 

for a good crop, a third in summer, that was 
victory sacrifice 

 

This tells us that one of the major sacrifices made (at the time leading into summer) was the Victory sacrifice or 

Sigrblot.  This time of the year was also the time of the year when ships left for raiding in other lands (where they would 

SURELY pray for victory) as well as the time of year when much of the planting for the fall harvest was done (and who 

wouldn’t want a bountiful harvest that yielded enough food to give the folk victory over the harsh winter and ensure the 

survival of the folk).  Sigrblot is basically the key sacrifice to the survival of the folk for another year, whether it be 

because of the spoils of raiding or the abundance of crops to eat during the winter.  Either way, it was victory over the 

ordeal that life provided to challenge the folk and make them stronger.  A tremendously important thing to be sure… 



In modern times, there are few of us who actually go off to war, and also few of us who plant crops to sustain 

our families through the winter.  For some people that makes this occasion less important or not important at all.  It is 

my contention that those people are missing the proverbial forest for the trees.  The ways that we seek victory now are 

different, but the base struggle against the ordeal of life is still very much the same.  In our modern American society, 

maybe the Victory we seek is a new job, finding a house and land we can afford, or the fertility we seek isn’t in some 

planting field, but instead a desire to have a child to enrich our lives.  While the battlefield may change, and the goals 

have surely changed (winter isn’t all that harsh when you have heat and hot water at the ready all the time.), but the 

struggle that worths us all and builds us into better, stronger men and women, that has not changed at all! 

In our tribal tradition, we sacrifice a gift to the Victory Fathers Odin and Tyr, and we pledge our continued work 

and worthing in exchange for the speed and raed from the Gods and ancestors that will help us to achieve our goals.  As 

my training and worthing in the Nordic faith was in a martial Theodish tribe, it is a tradition I have kept going even now 

that my tribe is not a martial organization to sacrifice a tool or weapon blooded by me.  It must be something of 

personal, financial, and spiritual value, and there must be some sacrifice to getting it and sacrificing it.  When weapons 

or tools were sacrificed, it was normal for them to be destroyed or damaged beyond use in this realm, and then either 

immolated, buried, or bogged so that they would only be useful to those on the other side for whom the gift was 

intended.   It is our fervent hope that after our sacrifice and our ritual giving might, Maegns, and mead to the holy 

powers, they will then grant us the will, strength, courage, and opportunity to achieve our goals, as well as the wisdom 

and focus to see the opportunities as they appear and capitalize on them.   

The point of all of this is to help the folk understand the intention and the process of the Sigrblot because 

anyone who has practiced ritual or ceremonial magic can tell you that intention is paramount, and we all know that only 

understanding and alignment of purpose can bring about the kind of coordinated intention required to raise power and 

reach the Gods and ancestors… 

If you take nothing else from my writings, take the understanding that you must DO.  To study is good, to 

understand is great, but without action, such things are useless, and worthless.  The only tru path to building worth is to 

DO, to take action and live your path!  

Hail the Gods! 

Hail the Ancestors! 

Hail the FOLK! 

 

By: Bill McNamara 

 

 


